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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, September 08, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.05/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 13.5-14.0% 14-14.5% 

MWZ5 505' 0s 1' 6 3298 32621 +575 Basis MWZ: +65 +60/+75 +65/+70 +80/+100 

MWH6 520' 4s 1' 2 683 13464 +167 Info:  nominal nom/train bid/nom train/cars 

MWK6 531' 6s 1' 4 161 6213 +22 Change: unch unch/up 15 unch/unch no comp 

MWN6 541' 4s 0' 4 67 3742 +33 Mpls Truck:  -40 +10 +35 

MWU6 552' 2s 1' 2 34 2544 +20 Portland Sep-MWZ Oct-MWZ Nov-MWZ Dec-MWZ 

MWZ6 565' 0s 0' 6 17 673 +56 14%proBasis  +100/+120 +100/+120 +90/+120 +100/+125 

Totals:   4,325 59,419 +709  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1067 Options: 343 

Receipts on the Floor:   
207 cars and 6 trains 

Implied vols: 22-23% 

HRS basis was firmer today in the spot market; protein spreads are 
very narrow. There are 744 outstanding warehouse receipts 
registered.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets posted a short-covering rally today after the long holiday weekend failed to generate any 
major panics in global financial and equity markets. There was little to no substantive fundamental input 
and volume was exceedingly light. Wheat closed up 7 ½ in Chicago but only up 1 ¾ in MWZ and up 2 
¼ in KWZ as hard wheat-soft wheat intermarket spreads gave back last weeks gains. Intermarket 
spreads are more volatile than flat price these days. There’s just too much spec money sloshing around 
looking for trades. Friday’s COT confirmed that managed money is back to selling wheat and soybeans 
but they were surprisingly net buyers of corn. The MM net position in Chicago wheat is shown below:  
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Note that (27,000) is still very modest. Funds continue to pile into short Minneapolis wheat, however, 
and the already record large net short position continues to grow as shown below: 

 
Limited farmer selling in the low flat price environment combined with this record large net short 
position will support MW calendar spreads during the active fund roll period. Also, the high quality and 
protein of this year’s crop as rallied the lower protein basis by about 40-50 cents/bu from pre-harvest 
levels when the trade anticipated a 13% protein crop. Spring wheat is now 94% harvested in the US. 
Widespread rains continue to delay Canadian harvest activity with month-to-date totals generally 1-2” 
across the prairies. Forecasts look better with warmer temperatures and no organized rainfall currently 
forecasts, although sporadic thunderstorm activity will occur with the warmer temps.  
 
The big picture remains the same and suggests that rallies will be difficult to sustain and that the 
bearish trend is likely to prevail. Short-covering rallies into resistance levels are selling opportunities.  
 

• World wheat prices continue to fall.  
• Macro financial conditions remain deflationary.  
• Fund net short positions are historically very small.  
• Basis is uninspiring (weaker in HRW, mills bids have backed off in SRW, and flat in HRS).  
• US export demand remains very weak.  
• A majority of professional grain traders appear to be bullish and are projecting the USDA to 

lower corn and soybean yields in next week’s crop production report, which could set up for a 
disappointing market reaction.  

 
The outlook for low futures prices does suggest that basis will rally as US growers are well capitalized 
and will only sell grain below their cost of production when they have to raise revenue or simply run out 
of space. This will be most evident with corn and spring wheat. Soybeans tend to be the cash crop that 
gets sold first.  

 
--Austin Damiani 


